Abstract This paper proposes a sketch drawing system called m-shaper for musical shape generation. Through simple sketch drawing, users can generate musical shape configuration which can be played by a computer. One key ingredient of the process is a unique concept for the interactive musical shape generation that combines shape and sound based on the designers' manual inputs. m-shaper captures the numerical values of drawing characteristics and determines how the musical notes and shapes can be generated. Using a tablet, four sketch movements are captured such as pressure, tilt, rotation and speed. Each point of a shape corresponds to a certain musical note that represents a type of instrument, duration, pitch, and octave. The current m-shaper has been developed as a computational tool for supporting the schematic design process. Designers in m-shaper draw geometric sketches with a musical inspiration and explore possible conceptual forms. They also can control the parameters for results and transform their sketch drawing. 
Introduction
Designers often draw shapes to investigate forms in the schematic design process. Herbert argues that "study drawings" is a medium for designers to find formal design ideas unlike final drawings [1] . The ambiguity of drawing may be obtained with irregular overlays of various colors, in shapes, spaces, lines, or in images with any specified degree of irregularity.
Fraser and Henmi also argue the importance of ambiguity and irregularity in drawings [2] . Designers draw shapes from their minds' eye or preconceived images and develop further by combining additional shapes. This process is repeated until the drawing becomes closer to the designer's preconceived images.
Computers can play an important role as a creative partner in design practice by generating multiple formal ideas or possible solutions. Various research efforts such as shape grammars and algorithmic shape generation have explored this approach [3] . These generative systems are based on the basic concept of computation: input information is transformed or operated to produce outputs following a series of algorithms. Using this computational design process, various generative drawing machines have been developed with shape manipulation algorithms. The common goal of these systems is to generate drawings using computer algorithms. In other words, a designer uses this system to investigate formal design idea and explain the generated form with the computer algorithms.
For a long time, music has played a tremendously important role in the stylistic development of visual art.
It has created impetus and inspiration for those artists wishing to produce a pure and transcendental art form.
Music has also been used as an analogy or metaphor in artistic expression. By listening to music and emulating it in their work, artists have discovered unconventional techniques in their art-making approach. For instance, Kandinsky was fascinated by music's emotional power [4] . Kandinsky could get a freedom of imagination, interpretation, and emotional response from music which expresses through sound and time.
This paper proposes a generative drawing system called m-shaper for shape and sound generation. 
Graphical Music Notation
There have been various research approaches for the alternative representation of the musical notation [7] . 
m-shape in Action
During the sketch, users in m-shape follow three phases: the shape preparation phase, the shape configuration phase, and the sound generation phase as shown in Fig. 2 .
Sound Generation Phase
[ Fig. 2 ] Three phases drawing process in the m-shaper: the shape preparation phase, the shape configuration phase, the sound generation phase
In the shape preparation phase, a designer creates the shapes which will be used as an applier shape.
Then the designer draws base-shapes which are attached with the applier-shapes. He can control the applying process by changing the shape generation rules. In the sound generation phase, the designer defines an instrument and controls the sound attributes such as duration, pitch, and octave in detail to play the music. When users move the pen on the tablet, the system generates a series of points which contain X and Y coordinates and four sketch information (pressure, tilt, rotation, and speed). New point is added whenever there is any change in the six parameters. For example, one point will be created when the tilt angle of the pen is changed even without any change in the x and y coordinates. Fig. 4 shows the sketch drawing points with four types of movements parameterized into numerical numbers.
Sketch Motion Sensing
[ Fig. 4 ] Example of the parameterized sketch information with each sketch point (O: orientation, P: pressure, A: tilt angle, and S: speed)
Musical Note Generation
The captured sketch information is used to create musical notes with four types of musical information (instrument, note, octave, and duration). Each point of the shapes corresponds to a certain sound that is based upon the four musical elements. As illustrated in the This musical note is used not only to play music but also to generate shapes for the shape generative rules.
[ Fig. 5 ] Musical note to represent instrument, octave, duration, and note. 
Shape Derivation
To generate the drawings by using the rules, a designer starts with an applier-shape source and draw using a tablet pen indicating the sequence of reproduction. The parameters of the rules are set by the musical note generated by sketch points. Fig. 8 shows the derivation of the shapes following the rule set of the musical note. As the designer draws a line, m-shaper makes a copy of the shape for every point of the base shape, rotate, and scale it so that the shapes represent the sketch gestural characteristics and musical properties. For instance, the shape type can be mapped to the instrument type, the shape size to the musical pitch, the distance between the shapes to the musical duration. and calculates an angle for rotation and a scale-factor for scaling, using the points of the base-shape.
[ Fig. 9 ] Shape data model for shape generation and configuration
Drawing Examples
The current m-shaper is a 2D drawing system. Moving the shapes into the right position of the bar, we can compose music.
